DISASTER — AND    RETREAT
things—he had a good knowledge and appreciation of
literature, and although highbrow in some things, was
always ready to laugh at his own highbrowisrns. Moreover,
he was a first-rate mountaineer, and the nicest and most
patient of companions if one couldn't go quite as fast as
his very furious pace uphill. His loss as a friend is made
up by the privilege of having known him, and whenever
I read the Spirit of Man, I shall be reminded of the times,
both in 1922 and 1924, when he and I read selections
aloud to each other in our little tent at No. 3 Camp, His
spirit is indeed the Spirit of a Man.
OdelTs bit of work in going up twice to 27,000 feet (once
as backing M. and I. up, two days later to search for them)
is a very fine performance. I could have done it two years
ago, but not this year (I was quite done up after our
28,ooo-feet effort and am fairly slow-going still, twelve
days later).
Directly it was obvious that further waiting or looking
for Mallory and Irvine was hopeless, all camps were evacu-
ated and all wanted stuff brought down to the Base.
There we are all assembled, and have been very busy.
Beetham and I were given the job of building a memorial
to all three expeditions, taking the form of a 15-foot cairn
on a 5-foot plinth, all of biggish stones, of which there is
no dearth in Rongbuk. We carved in stone five panels;
the main one Beetham did very well, cutting J inch deep.
The other two and a half I did, and one and a half were done
by certain skilled coolies (though I had to furbish them
up a bit later). We did all the carving and building in
two days, very hard work, but I think pukka and well
done. I designed all the lettering—very simple—and we
cut out the background, leaving the letters. If all else
fails, I shall not be a monumental mason—a more tedious
job I never imagined. But really the memorial looks
quite imposing, and will last, I hope, for many years—to
greet the next Expedition and tell of the dangers of the
mountain.
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